Basic definitions and facts
Let X be a nonempty set. The system M of fuzzy subsets of X such that (i) the constant zero function belongs to M; (ii) if / 6 M, then /' := 1 -/ € M; oo (iii) if /" 6 M,n = 1,2,..., then \J f n e M\ n=l (iv) the constant function 1/2 does not belong to M is called a soft fuzzy <x-algebra [3] .
The symbol V f n denotes here the Zadeh fuzzy union, i.e. the pointwise n supremum of functions /". It is known that any soft fuzzy <r-algebra M is a distributive cr-lattice with the complementation ':/-•/' for which the sequence C M. Of course, A /" is the Zadeh fuzzy intersection, i.e. n the pointwise infimum of functions f n .
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The above described couple (A', A/) is said to be a fuzzy measurable space. We say that two fuzzy sets /,g £ M are orthogonal (and we write
The results of Piasecki [3] motivated us to define a signed measure on a soft fuzzy a-algebra M.
DEFINITION '2.1 [1] . Let (A", M) be a fuzzy measurable space. A mapping m :
is a sequence of pairwise orthogonal fuzzy subsets from oo oo M, i.e. fiJLfj whenever i / j, then m( V fn) = £ m (/n) n=l n=l is said to be a signed measure.
A nonnegative signed measure m of (A', M) is called a measure of (X, M). In particular, a measure m with the property m(l) = 1 is a so-called fuzzy probability measure, in Piasecki's terminology m is a fuzzy P-measure [3] The triplet (A', M, m), where m is a fuzzy P-measure, is a fuzzy probabi'iiy space. This structure was studied e.g. in [4] - [6] .
A signed measure m of (X,M) has the following properties f [6] ):
The symbol W(M) denotes the system all YV-empty sets from w . We recall that / £ M is a W-empty set (W-universum) if / < /' (/' < /) ( [3] ). From the property (2.3), it is evident that any measure of (.V \l) is a nondecreasing function. We note that for signed measure the mono'. iiicity does not hold, in general.
The Hahn and Jordan decomposition
Let m be any signed measure defined on a soft fu^zy <r-algebra M of fuzzy subsets of X. A fuzzy set a £ M is called positive (negative) with respect to a signed measure m if m(a A /) > 0 (m(a A /) < 0) for every / £ M. An ordered couple (a, 6), where a is positive and b is negative with respect to m such that b = a', is called a Hahn decomposition of (X,M) with respect to m. The following theorem has been proved by the author in [1] , but here we present a new proof using a Boolean representation. Let (X, <S, P) be a probability space and f : X -• R be a random variable in the sense of classical probability theory [9] . It is known that the integral u(A) = J £dP, A £ S is (under the conventional assumptions on the inte-A grability) a signed measure on S. In the following, we formulate this result for fuzzy probability spaces. To this, we recall the notions of observable x of (A",M) and integral of x. A fuzzy analogy of a random variable is an observable.
An observable of a fuzzy measurable space (X,M) is a mapping x : B(R) ->• M satisfying the following conditions: (i) x(E c ) = l-x(E), E 6 B(R).
( Further, we put
under the conventional assumptions on the integrability. Let x, y be two observables of (X, M). By the sum of x and y (see [10] ) we mean an observable z such that
where Q is the set of all rationals in the real line R. We write z = x + y. In the paper [10] , it has been proved that the sum of any pair observables always exists and it is unique. The product x.y of two observables x,y of (A", M ) is defined as follows:
Let m be a fuzzy P-measure of (X,M). An integral of an observable x of (A', M) over a fuzzy set / € M is defined via (3.5) u(f)= J x dm := J" x.xjdm, / where x j is the indicator of the fuzzy set /. This integral has been defined in [11] and in another way in [12] . It is not hard to show their coincidency. EXAMPLE 3.1. Let m be a fuzzy P-measure on M and x be an observable of (A', M) such that f |Z| dm x {t) < oo. Then the mapping v defined by the R formula (3.5) is a signed measure on M. The a-additivity of v has been proved in [12] and in another way in [6] . In [6] , it has been proved that v{f V /') = i/(l) for every f £ M. 
